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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is considered the best way to design a
flexible API that does not require a servlet per activity?
A. Create a query string containing the activity name as a
parameter. Let the servlet read the parameter to determine what
must occur.
B. Use a servlet mapping to make requests with the same suffix.
Change the prefix to the action and let the servlet read the
whole URL to determine what is required.
C. Embed the activity name in a hidden field. Let the servlet
read the field to determine what must occur.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement is true about metaLUNs?
A. Expansion of metaLUNs by striping provides instant
additional space to a host
B. Private LUN expansion is unsupported on metaLUNs.
C. MetaLUNs simplify the design and implementation process
D. MetaLUNs are supported by traditional RAID groups and pools.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
An architect has been asked to provide error messages when a
future date is detected in a custom Birthdate _c field on the
Contact object. The client wants the ability to translate the
error messages. What are two approaches the architect should
use to achieve this solution? Choose 2 answers
A. Implement a third -party validation process with translate
functionality.
B. Create a trigger on Contact and add an error to the record
with a custom label.
C. Create a validation rule and translate the error message
with translation workbench.
D. Create a workflow field update to set the standard
ErrorMessage field.
Answer: B,C
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